The importance of seeing it coming: a functional magnetic resonance imaging study of motion-in-depth towards the human observer.
Despite their crucial biological relevance, the neural structures differentially activated by the detection of optic flow towards the observer remain to be elucidated. Here, we deploy functional magnetic resonance imaging with normal volunteers to locate the areas differentially activated when motion towards the observer is detected. Motion towards the observer, compared with motion away, showed significant activations (P<0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons), as assessed using statistical parametric mapping, in the lateral inferior occipital cortex bilaterally and in right lateral superior occipital cortex. The areas implicated do not extend into area V5 or subdivisions thereof.Our data suggest that the representations of motion towards the observer implicate perceptual and attentional mechanisms acting at early stages of visual processing in extrastriate cortex. From the standpoint of efficient biological engineering, it makes sense that such crucially important functions as object motion towards the observer would be computed in early visual processing areas. Further studies will be required to determine the extent to which the effects we observed in lateral occipital cortex reflect differential attention to different types of motion, as contrasted with the derivation of explicit representations of motion towards the observer.